
 
 

 
Coin Purse with Screen 

Aug. 10, 2022 
 

 
     Fabric pocket     6 ½” x 8” 

Fabric edge binding    two – 6 ½” x 2 ½” 
Fabric ring holder     2” x 1 1/4” 
Plastic window screen    8” x 6” 

     Metal key ring (Optional)    1” diameter 
     Zipper      8” or longer 
     Zipper Pull (Optional)    6” x 1¼” 
     Velcro – Sew in     4” 
     Thread—match fabric     
     Chalk marker or equivalent   

 
1. Create pocket.  Fold wrong sides together length wise to create 6 ½” x 4”.    Press. Sew 

velcro strip centered near folded edge. 
2. Place pocket on pet screen with 6 ½” raw edge 3 ½” from 6” edge and centered (Velcro 

facing up).  Sew ¼” seam across raw edge.  Flip pocket up and top stitch over bottom 
edge.  Place other section of Velcro on pet screen centered under first piece of Velcro and 
stitch. 

3. Create edge binding by folding in half with wrong sides together to create 6 ½” x 1 ¼”.  
Press.  Fold raw edges in towards pressed fold, press to create edge binding. 

4. Encase 6” raw edges of pet screen with bindings.  Edge stitch.  Trim binding to edge of pet 
screen. 

5. Place zipper under bound edge closest to pocket with zipper head to left edge, edge of 
binding should be about 3/16” to ¼” from zipper teeth and metal stopper should be outside 
of seam allowance.  Open zipper and edge stitch in place.  Repeat for other side of zipper. 

6. Prepare ring holder by pressing in thirds to create narrow 2” length.  Fold over ring with 
raw edges in inside. 

7. Unzip zipper 2/3” open and place right sides together with 1/8” of pet screen above zipper 
binding and pocket centered on back.  Place ring and holder in side seam under zipper 
with ½” of ring holder sticking out of raw edge.  Stitch side seams, stitching multiple times 
over zippers.  Trim zipper at raw edge.  Finish raw edges of both side seams. 

8. Turn right side out. 
 


